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For the government to achieve its desired level of economic growth, appropriate monetary polic y
needs to be formulated and impl emented. The oretical and empirical literature highlights the
importance of the interest rate channel. However in Kenya there have been inconclusive evidence
on the effectiveness of this channel. This study attempts to investigate the effectiveness of the
interest rate channel of monetary policy transmission in Kenya during the period 1996-2015. The
study employed Vector Autoregressive Models. The paper also employs time series techniques
namel y Unit root tests, cointegrat ion , impulse responses and variance decomposition .
Cointegration tests showed the presence of 2 cointegrating equations and the study proceeded to
use Vector error correction models (VECM). From the impulse response tests, the interest rate
channel of monetary policy is proved to be effective since the Central bank rate (CBR) is able to
transmit effects on output and prices but its effectiveness is with the four lags for CPI and three
lags for GDP. The forecast error variance decomposition show that in forecasting CPl , all
fluctuations were attributed to itself, w ith decreasing significant contribution from CBR in the long
run. Forecasting GDP showed that GDP fluctuations were greatly denominated by itself, however
in the long run there was significant contribution in the other variables. The results show that the








The Eco no mic Pill ar of Vi sion 2030 seeks to imp rove the prosperity of all region s of the country
and all Kenyans by achieving 10% gross dom est ic product (GOP) growth rate by 20 17. However
in 2015 the GDP grew by 5.6% compared to 5.3% in 2014. These rates are still far below the target
of 10% per annum . One of the key foundations of the vision is macroeconomic stability for long-
term development. In order to achieve this , the government must put in place appropriate policies
such as the monetary policy whose role is to formulate and implement targets directed to achieve
and maintain stability in the general price level.
Monetary policy involves changing the interest rate and influencing the money supply while the
fiscal policy involves changing the levels of government spending, borrowing and tax rates. This
paper mainly focuses on the monetary policies. In Kenya, the Central Bank of Kenya is the
instituted fully charged with the responsibility of conducting monetary policy . According to the
Central Bank of Kenya Act, the principal obj ective of the Central Bank is formulation and
implementation of monetary policy directed at achieving and maintaining stability in the general
level of price. The aim is to achieve stable prices , which includes the exchange rate. A stable
exchange rate ensures that the value of the shilling versus other foreign currencies is maintained .
In making their decisions, most Central banks use an interest rate rule (similar to Taylor rule)
which stipulates how much the central bank should change nominal interest rates in response to
ch an ges in inflation, output and other eco no mic co nditions. This rul e states that for each one
percent increase in inflation the central bank should raise the nominal interest rate by more than
one percent point, but this is dependent to the wei ghting given to inflat ion versus economic growth
which varies from one economy to ano ther. However, most central banks don't follow this rule
explicit ly.
A dominant recent trend has been the empirica l analysis of how monetary shock affects output
prices, exchange rate s, as well as other key eco nomic variables for example Munir (20 10) Montiel
( 199 J) and Kornaa n (2014). This is the moneta ry transmission mechan ism and is imp ort ant to








There are a number of ch ann els ident ified by literature that identi fy how monetar y policy stance
is tran smitted into the econ om y, nam ely: the interest rate chann el . asset channel , credit channel
and expectations channel . However econo mists do not agree about how monetary policy affects
the eco no my. Th ere have been various emp irica l literature which we igh di fferentl y the various
specific channels through which monetary polic y wo rks. The lack of consensus is evidenced by
the many studies that have emphasized the importance of different channels through which policy
shocks are transmitted to the economy.
This paper focuses on the interest rate channel of monetary policy. This is because first the
monetary policy affects the economy mainl y through the interest rate channel. This was the main
channel in the Keynesian view and also other studies have argued this for example Kovaven
(2011),Gitonga (2013) and Kalikeka and Sheefani (2013) .
Over the past two decades, there hav e been a number of reforms and market developments in
Kenya that have warranted a study on the transmission of monetary policy. For instance, there
have been widespread deregulation of the financial system, modifications of the tools of monetary
policy and emergence of financi al innovation s, such a mobil e money, that hav e changed the
structure and operations of the fin anc ial sys tem, thus affecting the effectiveness of monetary
policy, especially throu gh the interest rate channe l Misati (20 10). In add ition, the interest rate is
argued to be strongly link ed with other channels such as the exchange rate and credit channels of
monetary policy transmission Mishkin (19 96). For example, the credit channel where it is argued
that interes t rate changes also affect eco nomic activity via its impact on firm s ' cash flow and supply
of bank loan s. As such, thi s study focuses on the interest rate chann el
Moreover, there have been stro ng and widespread debates on interest rate spreads (lending rate-
deposit rate). For instance, the sprea d between the average commercial banks' lending rate and
deposit rate increased fro m 9.4 percent to 10.3 percent in December 20 J 5. Large banks had the
high est spread on average during the second half of 20 15 due to comparably lower deposit rate s.
It has been argued that intere st rate spread in Kenya is too w ide compared to other countries and
the Ken yan borrower co ntinues to carry heavy burd en of high interest rates as studied by Were
and Wam bua (201 4). The spread between the average commerci al banks ' lend ing rate and deposit
rate increased from 9.4% to J 0.3% as of Dece mbe r 20 15. La rge banks had the high est spread on

















Thi s study wi ll use the Vector auto reg ressi ve mod els. Cheng ' (20 06) shows that there have been
a signi ficant number of studies that have employe d the Vector autoregressive methods (VAR) to
attempt to identi fy and measure the effects o f monetary pol icy innovat ion s on macroeconomic
variables .
1.2 THE MONETARY POLICY FRAMEWORK AND INSTRUMENTS IN
KENYA
CBK formulates and conducts monetary policy with the aim of keeping overall inflation at 5%
with allowable deviation of 2.5% on either side. Achieving and maintaining a low and stable
inflation rate together with adequate liquidity in the market facilitates higher levels of domestic
savings and private investment and therefore leads to improved economic grow th, higher real
incomes and increased employment opportunities. CBK's monetary policy is therefore designed
to support the Government's desired economic activity and growth as well as employment creation
through achieving and maintaining a low and stable inflation.
The overall trends over the peri od covered by the stud y is that the overall rate of inflation dropped
from 15.6% in December 2006 to 6.45 % in December 2015 which is within the governments
margin of2.5% on either s ide of 5% target. Th e Ken yan shilling against the US dollar moved from
around 73 in 2006 to aro und 101 in 20 16. The ave rage yield rate for the 9l-day Treasury bills,
which is a benchmark for the ge nera l trend of interest rates, increased from 5.7% in December
2006 to 9.8% in December 20 15. However, the inter-bank rate fe ll from 6.3$ in December 2006
to 5.3 in December 20 J 5. Broad mon ey supply (M3), a key indicator for monetary policy
formulati on rose from 666.8 billi on in December 200 6 to 2658 .2 billi on in December 2015
Th e CBK formulates a polic y to expa nd or contract money supply in the economy afte r detailed
analysis and estima tion of the dem and for mon ey in the economy . The major ins truments used to
impl em ent moneta ry poli cy in Ke nya inc lude open market operations, discount window operat ion
and reserve requi rement s.
Open market operations (O iVIO) are the ac tions by the CBK through purc hase and sale of eligib le
secur ities to regul ate mon ey supply and the credit co nd itio ns in the eco nomy . This is co nducted
using Repurchase agreements (Repo s). Term Auc tio n deposits (TAD) and Hor izontal repos. Repos














Term Auction deposits is used w hen the securities held by the CBK for rep os are exhausted or
when the CBK con sid ers it desirable to offer long tenor options. The CBK seeks to acqui re deposits
through a transfer agree me nt from commercial bank s at auction pric e but no exchange of security
guarantee. The hor izont al repo is an interban k Repo instrument which recogni zes government
securities as collateral for borrow ing. The repo rate as of August 2015 was 11.5% .
As of discount window operations, the CBK as the lender of last resort provides short - term
unsecured loans to commercial banks overnight at punitive rates when they run short of funds thus
affecting the amount of money in circulation . This is anchored on the central bank rate.
Reserve requirements is where commercial banks are required to deposit a portion oftheir deposits
with the CBK. Th is is used to influence the amount of loans that can be advanced to the public.
The cash reserve ratio is currently 5.25 percent of the total of a bank's domestic and foreign
currency deposit liabilities as of December 2015 compared to 5% in December 2008. To facilitate
commercial banks' liquidity management, commercial banks are currently required to maintain
their cash reserve ratio based on a daily average level from the 15th of the previous month to the
14th of the current month and not to fall below a CRR of 3 percent on any day.
On the other hand is the central bank rate (CBR) . Th e movement in the CBR both in directi on and
ma gnitude signal mon etary polic y stance. The CBR in Kenya is the bas e for all monetary policy
operations in order to enhance clarity and certainty in monetary pol icy implementation. Whenever
the centra l bank is injecting liquidity throu gh a revers e repo , the CBR is the lowest acceptable rate
by law. Also whenever the bank w ishes to withdraw liquid ity through a ve rt ical repo the CBR is
the highest rate that the CB K will pay on any bid received . Howev er, to ensure flexibility and
effectiveness of monetary policy operations in periods of vol ati lity in the market , the CBK can
rais e the maximum acceptable interest rates on Term auction deposit (TAD) to above the CBR.
Movements in the CBR are transmitted to changes in short-term interest rates. A reduction of the
CBR signal s an easi ng of monetary polic y and a desire for mark et interest rates to move
downwards. Lower intere st rates enc ourage econ omic activity and thus growth . When interest rate s
decline, the quantity of credit demanded should increase.
The latest moneta ry statistics of Kenya pub lished in the mon etary po licy stateme nt (20 15) states
that the Mo netary Po licy Committee (MPC) tightened the polic y stance by rais ing the Centra l Bank









expectations whi ch were attributed largely to exchange rate depreciation compared to 10% in
December 2006. In additi on , the Kenya Banks ' Reference Rate (KBRR) was raised to 9.87 percent
in July, from 8.54 percent. Th e effectiveness of liquidity management instruments was enhanced
through the introdu ction o f a 3-day Repo, and by ra ising the maximum acceptable rate on the Term
Auction Deposits (TAD) instrument to 250 basis points above the CBR. The money market was
turbulent in September and October 2015 following pressures on the Government borrowing
programme, and the placement ofImperial Bank Limited into receivership. The CBK used Reverse
Repos to address the resultant temporary liquidity shortages in segments ofthe market. The Central
bank rate increased from 10% in December 2006 to 11.5% in December 2015. The cash reserve
also increased from 122.6billion in December 2006 to 392.4 billion in December 2015
1.3 STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
For the government to achieve its desired level of economic growth, appropriate monetary policy
needs to be formulated and implemented. It is argued that monetary policy transmission in Jaw
income countries is significant ly weak than in advanced and emerging economies. This is usually
attributed to weak institutional frameworks , shallow financial markets, oligopolistic banking
structure and extensive central bank intervention in foreign exchange markets in low incom e
countries. However , with the deregulation of financial markets and monetary policy more oriented
towards market based operations in developing countries, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa, this
can be subject to chan ges.
Theoretical and empirical literature highlights the importanc e of the interest rate channel (and its
strong link with other channels of transmission). In this regard , this study focuses on Kenya and
aims to analyze the effectiveness of the interest rate channel .There have been other studies in
Ken ya on the inte res t rate channel (see for instance, Cheng ' , 2006 and M isati, 20 10). However
they give inconclusive evidence on the effectiveness o f this channel.
Thi s study ex tends the per iod from pre viou s studies to cover 2006- 20 15. Thi s period incorporate s
new changes in the Kenya n eco no my tha t were not inc luded in the previou s studies. Some of the
curre nt changes are with regard to the conduct of monetary pol icy (rev iews of pol icy instruments).

















the private sector, and new prud enti al regu lation on banks that the governme nt has placed on
commercial banks (example new capital requ irem ent s, and enhanced pe nalties for failu re to meet
banking Act requirem ent s). The CB K cont inue to impl em ent measures aimed at improv ing the
efficiency of the banking sector as we ll as finan cial inclusion in order to enhance the monetary
policy transmission mechanism.
There has also been an increased importance in mobile phones as a platform for financial serv ices
therefore reducing transaction costs. This points to the potential of technology-led delivery
channels in increasing access to financial services. The conduct of monetary pol icy by CBK in
order to achieve its pric e stability target is usually on the basis ofthe monetary aggregate targeting
framework . The CBR has also been strengthened as a base for all subsequent monetary policy
operations. The study also includes a period with economic turbulence characterized by increased
volatilities in the money market in September -October 20] 5 following pressures on the
Gov ernment borrow ing programme, and the placement of one of the banks (lmperial Bank
Limited) under receivership. This study seeks to capture these recent occurrences that have
potentially imp acted on the transmission of monetary policy acti ons on the economy.
1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The overall obj ective of this paper is to analyze the interest rate channel of monetary polic y
transmission mechanism in Kenya . The focu s obj ectiv es inc lude:
I . To estimate the effe ct of the interest rate channel on output
2. To estimate the effect of the interest rate channel on inflat ion
1.5 RESE ARCH QUESTIONS
Thi s rese arch paper seeks to answer the followin g questions:
I . How does output respond to va riations in interest rates?










1.6 JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY
The aim of monetary poli cy is to ac hieve econo m ic sta bility and growth. Thi s study w ill provide
an ins ight into monetary po licy transmission mech ani sm and wi ll he lp po licy makers to address
the issue of monetary policy effectiveness wi th focus on the interest rate channel.
This study will also contribute to academi c debates on the monetary transmission mechanisms and


















Thi s section views the theoretical literature of monetary policy transmission mechani sm s and




The Keynesians examine the effect of money on economic activity by building a structural model.
This a description of how the economy operates using a collection of equations that describe the
behavior of firms and consumers in many sectors of the economy. These equations then show the
channels through which monetary and fiscal policy affect aggregate output and spending.
Keynes (1935) described the transmission mechanism of monetary policy such that money supply
affects interest rates, which in tum affect investment spending, which in tum affects aggregate
output or aggregate spending. The Keynesians examine the relationship between money supply
and output by looking at empirical evidence on the specific channels of monetary influence, such
as the link between interest rates and investment spending.
The early Keynesians also believed that money does not matter because they found weak Jinks
between interest rates and investment and because low interest rates on treasuries showed easy
monetary policy during the great depression. They also based thi s arguments from early empirical
studies that found no linkages between movements in nominal interest rates and investment
spending.
2.2.2 MONETARIST VIEW
They examine the effect of money on economic activity by looking at whether movements in
output are tightly linked to movements in money supply. Using reduced-form evidence,
monetari sts analyze the effect of money supply on output as if the economy were a black box
who se workings cann ot be seen .
Friedman (198 2) obj ected the Keynesi an view on the grounds that focu s on nominal rather than
real interest rate s may weaken the link between interest rate s and investment. The monetarist also




















policy affect aggregate demand. The y also stated that monetary pol icy was highl y contractionary
during the great depressi on by the standards of low interest rates and interest rates on lower grade
bonds.
For example Rernanke and Gertler (1995 ) studied inside the black box, the credit chann el of
monetary policy transmission and argued that not only does the general level of interest rates affect
monetary policy but also the size of the external finance premium. This is what explains the
strength, timing and composition of monetary policy effects better than the interest rates alone .
2.2.3 CHANNELS OF MONETARY POLICY TRANSMISSION
Monetary policy works through its effects on aggregate demand in the economy. It does not have
a direct effect but works through the various channels identified by literature. They include: the
interest rate channel , the exchange rate channel , asset channel and the credit channel. These
channels are not mutually exclusive, that is the economy's response to monetary policy will
incorporate the impact of a variety of channels. In the long-run , monetary policy determines the
value of money over time.
The interest rate channel is the key monetary transmission mechanism in the Keynesian textbook
model. 11 works by impacting the short-term nominal interest rates which in tum impacts long-
tenn interest rates . The monetary shock influences real interest rates and liquidity conditions which
in tum affects investments and consumption which are influenced by interest rates . The traditional
Keynesian view of how monetary tightening is transmitted to the economy can be summarized that
a contractionary monetary polic y leads to a rise in interest rates which in turn raises the cost of
capital thereb y causin g a decline in investment sending which leads to a decline in aggregate
demand and a fall in output. Taylor (200 l) argued that there is a strong interest rate effect on
consumer and investment spending and hence supporting existence of a strong interest rate
channel. Mishkin ( 1996) however argued that the traditi onal interest rate channel is not that
sign ificant .
The exchange rate channel involve s the interest rates effect Through foreign direct investments
from areas of low interest rates to area s of high interest rates. An increase in domest ic interest rates







of goods and services and therefore pushing down domestic inflation. A higher value of domestic
currency makes domestic goods more expensive than foreign goods thereb y causing a faJl in net
exports and hence a decrease in aggregate output. Ta ylor (200 1) stud ied the effects of exchange
rates on interest rates . He argued that indirect e ffec ts exis t even if the ce ntra l bank foll ow a pol icy
rule without a direct exchange rate effect. Inertia combined with rational expectations cause this
indirect effect. This indirect effect has advantages of direct in that it results in fewer and less erratic
fluctuations in the interest rate.
The credit channel work through the response of credit aggregates to interest rates and other
monetary policy instruments. The channel works through the balance sheet channel and the lending
channel. The balance sheet channel is where policy changes affects interest rates and the financial
position of borrowers. An increase in interest rates increases the interest rate expenses, thus
reducing the net cash flow and weakening the financial position of borrowers. Increasing interest
rates are also associated with declining asset and equity prices leading to shrinking of households
and firms balance sheet.
Th e lending channel is based on the view that as the net worth of borrowers reduce banks have to
screen borrowers to avoid adverse selection and they have to monitor the borrowers to reduce
moral hazard . This process reduces the amount of loans given by the bank. In an expansionary
monetary policy, there is an increase in deposits whi ch stimulate an increase in loan s, inve stments
and output while in a contractionary there is decrease in loans, investments and eventually output.
Mi shkin (1996) prov ided an overview of the transmission mechanisms of monetary policy. He
argued that the credit ch ann el provides additional ways in which cha nges in interest rate can hav e
an important imp act on agg regate demand.
He gives three reason s for the importanc e of the credit channel in monetary transmission. First,
there is a lot of evidence which suppons the view that the credit market imperfections, the type
crucial to cred it channels, indeed affect firm 's employments and spending deci sions. Second there
is ev idence that show that sma ll firm s which are more likelv to be cre d it const rained are hurt more
by tight monetary po licy than large firm s. Third, the asymme tric info rma tion view of cre dit mark et
imp er fect ions at the co re of credit chann el ana lysis is a theoreti ca l con struct that has proven to be
















However Bernanke and Gertler (1995) argued that the credit channel is not a distinct free-standing
alternative to the tradi tional moneta ry transmission mechanisms but a set of factors that ampli fy
and propagate con venti onal interest rate effects. It was found difficult to ex pla in the magnitude,
timing and composition of the economy's response to monetary pol icy shoc ks so lely in term s of
conventional interest rate effects and the credit channel comes in to fill the gaps in the traditional
mechanism. In the credit channel not only does the general level of interest rates affect monetary
policy but also the size of the external finance premium. This is what explains the strength, timing
and composition of monetary policy effects better than the interest rates alone.
According to Meltzer (1995), the Keynesian view of monetary policy focused on only one relative
asset price through interest rate channel. Therefore there have been studies on how monetary policy
affect the world of asset prices and real wea lth. Tobin (1969) explains how monetary policy can
affect the economy through its effects on the valuation of equity. Tobin defi nes q as the ratio
between the market value of a firm and the replacement cost of capital. ]f q is high , the market
price is high relative to the replacement cost of cap ital, and the new plant and equipment capital is
cheap relative to market value of firm s. Companies can then issue stock and get a high price for it
relative to the cost of the facilities and equipment they are buying. Inv estment spending will rise,
because firms can buy a lot of new investm ent goods with only a small issue of stock. in an
expansionary mon etary policy, the public spends more.
There will be increased spending in the stock market, increasing dem and for stocks and
consequently raising their prices. High stock pr ices (P) will lead to a higher q and thus higher
inve stme nt spending 1 leadin g to an increase in output. Mishk in ( 1996) supported the existence of
the asset price channe l argin g that other asset pric es besides those of long term debt instrument s
are important channels of monetary po licy transm ission . This is because they contain important
info rmation which is used in the cred it channe l to det ermine the va lue of co llatera ls that firm s and

















2.3 EMPIRlCAL LITERATURE REVIEW
This section looks at views on the effectiveness of various channels in developed and then
developing countri es outlining the argued di fference s in their transmission mechanisms.lt later on
focuses on empirical views on the interest rate chann el in some developin g countries in Africa then
with particular interest in the Kenyan economy.
There have been a number of literature that focus on developed and emerging economies looking
at the transmission mechanisms and sectorial effects of the monetary policy. It is argued that
monetary policy transmission in low income countries is significantly weak than in advanced and
emerging economies .According to Karnaan (2014) the most distinguishing characteristic of
monetary transmission mechanism in developed countries is the focus on prices (asset prices,
interest rates and exchange rates) rather than quanti ties (money, credit, base money, bonds and
foreign assets). In contrast, the common analysis of monetary transmission mechanism in low-
income countries has been its focus on quantities rather than prices. This difference is often
attributed to weak institutional frameworks, shallow financial markets, oligopolistic banking
structure and extensive central bank interv ention in foreign exchange markets in low income
countries. The financial structure of such count ries would suggest that the bank lending channel
is likely to be the dominant chann el but according to Prachi Mishra and Peter Montiel it is
problematic because of the dome stic instituti onal context, the structure of the banking system in
the country and the intrisnsic stability of the domestic macroeconomic environment.
Bhuiyan (2012 ) studied monetary policy transmission in Canada. a small open economy. He used
a Bayesian structural V AR model to estimate the effect s of monetary policy shocks, using the
overnight rates target as the policy instrument for the period 1994 to 2008. The key findings were
that monetary polic y affects the real economy through both the exchange rates and market interest
rates. An expa nsionary policy shock almos t immediately lowers the market interest rate and
depreciates the Canadian dollar: the policy shock then increases output with a lag and pries with a
furt he r lag. The paper also found that Ba nk of Canada responds to both foreig n and home variables
that embodies information about future inflation and externa l shocks are an important source of
output fluctuations.
Chow (201 4) studied the monetary transmission mcchan ism in Singapore using the VAR model.




















channel is not a strong channe l for transmitting exchange rate disturbances at least over the same
period. He also found out that output reacts immediate ly and significantly to a contractionary
monetary policy shock, and that the exchange rate innovation is quite persistent. In the model, the
variance decompositions showed that the exchange rate innovation is a more important source of
output fluctuations, compared with the interest rate shock.
Kuttner and Mosser (2002)argued that the monetary policy has less of an impact on real activity
than it once had. Some of reason given for this change is that the transmission mechanism may
have changed over time as a result of financial innovation. Bemanke and Gertler (1995) also agreed
with this argument that with financial deregulation and innovation, the lending channel has most
likely diminished over time. An example of changes include introduction of Basel two and three
which introduce new regulations in the financial sector.
In support of this view, The European Central Bank (20] 0) also studied the monetary policy
transmission in the euro area, a decade after the introduction of the Euro. The article argues that
there are a number of changes in the financial sector which have affected the properties of
monetary policy transmission in the euro area. Recently, the monetary policy has coincided with
intense progress in financial innovation. It argues that the fact that banks could easily securitize
part of their loan portfolios and have proven increasingly capable of obtaining financing directly
from financial markets has rendered the bank lending channel of monetary policy less effective in
normal times. Another probable reason for the change in the effectiveness is the change in conduct
of monetary policy. Lastly fundamental structural changes affecting the economy's stability.
However, with the deregulation of financial markets and monetary policy more oriented towards
market based operations in developing countries, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa, there has been
an increased interest in understanding how developing economies respond to monetary shocks.
Montiel (199] )studied the transmission mechanism for monetary policy in developing countries.
He analyzed how changes in monetary policy instrument are transmitted to domestic aggregate
demand in a financially repressed economy using partial and general equilibrium models . He
identified additional channels than the primary interest rate channel that play important role in
monetary transmission mechani sm in developing countries . These include the wealth effects






market, through changes in the expectations of fu ture inflation , and through changes III the
economy ' s net foreign asset.
Another exa mple of a study done on a devel oping co untry is Muhamma d and Munir (20 10)
invest igating the effec ts of mon eta ry policy shocks on pri ces and other macroec onomi c variables
in Pakistan. The authors used a structural vector autoregressive (SY AR) model approach to study
the period 1992 to 2008. The macroeconomic variab les used in the study included output , inflation,
exchange rates and monetary supply. They found out that a contractionary monetary policy leads
to a persistent rise in prices. We would expect tightening of monetary policy to reduce the price
level and not increase it but this is not the case for the 48 month period. Their findings also suggest
that monetary policy shocks are not the main cause of fluctuations of output in Pakistan. On the
other hand, they found out that contractionary monetary policy over the period studied was
associated with persistent depreciation of the domestic currency va lue re lative to the IS dollar.
They concluded that monetary policy stance should not be the only solution to inflation but also
include fiscal policies as their monetary stances are not transmitted effectively to the economy.
Many studies have been carried out to investigate the effectiveness of various channels in di fferent
countries. This study focuses on the interest rate channel. There are different views on the
effectiveness of the interest rate channel. An examples ofa studies done on the interest rate channel
is Kalikeka and Shecfani(20 13) and Kovanen (20 I I) .
Kalikeka and Sheefani (201 3) studied the interest rate channel and monetary transmission III
Zambia with particu lar focus on the interest rate channel. The study used a YAR approach to
anal yze annual data for the peri od 1980 to 20 1I. The vari ables used were GOP, CPI and interest
rates . The stud y also employed oth er time series techniques nam ely the unit root tests, co-
integration , Granger causality tests, and impulse response and forecast error variance
dec omposition . The resu lts for the co-integration tes ts showed that co-integration exists therefore
he they used error correction model (YECM ). The gra nger cau sal ity tests showed that the lending
rate and CPI can predict each othe r. The G DP is able to predict the intere st rates and not the intere st
rate s predictin g GOP. Loo king at the impul se response. output responded negati ve to monetary
policy and the rate of inflation had an inverse relati onship w ith interest rates . How ever thi s effects
are not per man ent s and the GOP co nve rges to the steady state in the long run . The fore cast error
var iance showed that CPI was attributable to itself and while GDP was large ly attributab le to itself
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with a significant contribution to CPI and no contribution to the rate of interest. On the oth er hand
in forecasting the rate of interest. it was found out that the rate of interest wa s largely attributable
to itsel f, with a successive increase in CPI and GOP. The resul ts from th is study provides evidence
of the interest rate channe l ex istence in Zambia. Their findings are similar to that of. Abayorni
and Toyin (2014)
Abayomi and Toyin (2014) studied the impact of the Interest rate channel of monetary policy on
output and prices in Nigeria. They used an unrestricted VAR approach on two periods 1986Q 1-
1999Q I and 199Q2-20 12Q4. They found out that the interest rate channel exists in Nigeria in both
periods but was more effective in the latter period. Th ey concluded that the use ofmonetary policy
to control real output and domestic prices is evol ving in a developing country like Nigeria. Th is
implies an improvement in the interest rate channel as a measure of monetary policy because it
enhances the management and integration of the Nigerian financial system.
On the other hand , Kovanen (20 11) studies monetary transmission in Ghana mainly focusing on
the interest rate channel. Th e author used time series and bank specific data to highlight the linkage
between polic y, wholesa le market (interb ank and Treasury bi ll rates) and the retail market interest
rates. They found out that responses to changes in the policy interest rate are gradual in the whole
sale market. Prolonged deviations in the interbank interest rate from the prime rate would weaken
the effectiveness of Bank of Ghana ' s monetary policy implementation. They concluded that
asymmetries in the wholesale market adj ustment possibly re late to monetary policy signaling,
we ak policy credibility, and liqu idit y management. Th eir res ults showed that bank s retail interest
rates adj us t to changes in the wholesale mark et rate but the speed in slowe r and the adj ustment is
slower in the long-run .
Since thi s study focuses on the Kenyan econ omy, th is section looks at stud ies don e in the reg ion .
Davoodi , Dixit and Pinter (2013) inve stigated monetary po licy tran smission in the East African
Commun ity which include Kenya , Tanzani a, Ug and a, Burundi and Rw anda . Th ey studied the data
usin g the VA R model inve stigating the period 1999 to 20 13. Th e study soug ht to find if monetary
poli cy stances is transm itted to the eco nomy by affecting inflation and output. The found out that
mo netary po licy transmission tends to be genera lly weak wh en it co mes to sta nda rd sta tistical
inferenc es but somehow stro ng wh en usin g non sta tistica l inferenc e meth od s. Th ey found out that













ad their importance differ across countries, The monetary policy instruments mostly used, the
rese rve requirements and the pol icy rates sometimes exert offsetting expansionary and
contracti on ary effects on inflati on posing ch allenges to harm oni zat ion of polic ies across the EAC
and transition futu re Eas t African Mo netary Unio n.
In Kenya, Cheng' (2006) examined the impact of monetary policy shock on real output, price and
the nominal effective exchange rate. He sought to find out how the monetary policy shocks affect
the variables and how much variations in the short-term interest rates account for their fluctuations.
The author used vector auto regression techniques (VAR) to analyze the monetary policy
transmission mechanism in Kenya for the period 1997-2005. He found out that there is a weak
transmission mechanism from monetary stance to real variables showing a weakness in the
financial markets. The findings suggest that an exogenous, unexpected and rise in the CBK 's
REPO rate tends to be followed by nominal appreciation and falling prices, with impact on output
being insignificant. The weaknesses included inadequate financial infrastructure and weak legal
framework. He explained that in a contractionary monetary stance, a rise in interest rates makes
domestic assets more profitable compared to forei gn assets resulting to capital inflows thus
exert ing appreci ating pressure on the exchange rate . The domest ic currency becomes stronger
making imports cheaper, thus easing inflation .
Following the weaknesses raised in Ken ya' s financial sector raised, Misati (20 I 0) studied the
effects on financial innovation on the mon etary policy transmission mechanism focusing on the
interest rate channel through which the central bank implements monetary policy. The paper used
Two stage least squares (2SLS) and monthl y data cov ering the period 1996-2007. Using banking
assets to GDP ratio and M3/M I as indicators of financi al innovation , he established that financial
inno vati on has impl icati ons for monetary polic y and thus for output. No rmally interest rate s have
a negative effect on output but w ith financial innovation this is reversed impl ying that the Central
banks actions through the interest rate channel is weakened. The paper concludes that financial
innov ati on poses a challenge to the co nduct of monetary poli cy which would raise need for
constant revision of the pol icy and instrum ents, targetin g frameworks and operating procedu res to
enha nce mone tary po licy effectiveness .
Gitonga (20 13) studied the imp act of interest rate channel of mon etary tran smi ssion mechani sm in












methodology using impulse response graphs and variance decomposition to test the relative impact
of the different variables. The variables used were repo rate, nominal effective exchange rate
(NEER), M3, Consumer price index (CPI ), GDP and savings, which data sets were quarterly. He
found out that there is a long run relationship between the nominal effective exchange rate and
GDP although savings, M3 and CPl are not as strong. The study suggests that the interest rate
channel is effective in the long run. His results differ with Cheng' (2006) whose results suggested
that there is insignificant influence of the monetary transmission shock to the GDP of Kenya.
2.4 RESEARCH GAP
Literature show that different instruments have a different effect on output and inflation, most of
it contradicts expectations derived from theory. There is lack of consensus as to the channels
through which some of macroeconomic policy actions affect economic growth. This section has
discussed some of those studies in Kenya. Some of which argue that there is insignificant effect
on output thus this study aims to bridge this gap with focus on the interest rate channel. There is
also limited literature on the long-run effects of financial innovations on the interest rate channel
as the Kenyan economy grows more dynamic and diversified.
2.5 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The aim of monetary policy is to create price stability, stable exchange rates and increase output.
This study uses a framework similar to that of Mishkin (1996). It illustrates steps in which of the
interest rate channel in monetary policy transmission . The first step of the interest rate channel is
the impact of policy interest rates on market interest rates, then the market interest rates affect the
real rates and the real sector (prices and output).
Policy actions of the monetary authorities in the current period cause changes in the money market
rates. Changes in these rates in turn affect investment decisions (goods and labour markets) and

























The research hypothesis are:
HOI: There is an effect of the interest rate chann el on output
HA 1: Th ere is no effect of inte res t rate channe l on output
H02: There is effect of interest rate channe l to inflation
HA2: There is no effect of interest rate channe l on inflation
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This study employs an ex ploratory resea rch design in order to assess the effectiveness of the
interest rate channel as a monetary tran sm ission mechanism in Ke nya. This is in line w ith the main
objective of the study. Vector autoregressive models (VAR) are used to capture linear
interdependencies among multiple time series. Most empirical studies covering the monetary
policy transmission have used the VAR model. Chow (2014) argued that the use of the VAR
approach gives two main advantages. First, the VAR model expl icitly allows for the endogeneity
ofvariables, thereby accommodating the interdependence between monetary policy and economic
developments. Second, as opposed to a large-scale full y specified structural model, the VAR
analysis focuses on reduced form relationships and thus only requires a simple model with a small
number of variables. Lutkepohl and Kratzig (2004)
3.2 DATA SOURCES AND COLLECT10N
This study is dependent on secondary data which include the time series data ofCPI, output (GDP),
central bank rate (CBR) , Treasury bill rates and the exchange rates. All these data was coll ected
from the central bank of Ken ya (CBK) and Kenya national bureau of statistics (KNBS) .
The study will use monthly data covering the period between 1996 and 20 IS with 80 observations.
The table below shows a detailed description of each variable.
Table I : Det ailed description of each variable
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION / SOU RCE
MEAS UREM ENT
Gross dom estic product Thi s represents the monetary Kenya National Bureau of
(GDP) value of goods and services statistics (KNBS) website on
produced In an econornv Facts and figures (20 15) .
wi thin a spec ific period of
I
I t ime. It is usuall y quarterl y butI
I
thi s studv wi II
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It will be expressed In
logarithm form.
The CBR in Kenya is the base Central Bank of Kenya (CBK)
for all monetary policy website
operations in order to enhance
clarity and certainty In
monetary policy
implementation . Whenever
the central bank is injecting
liquidity through a reverse
repo, the CBR IS the lowest
acceptable rate by law. Also






l Central Bank rate (CBR)
adjust/interpolate










Consumer Price index (CP1)
withdraw liquidity through a
vertical repo the CBR is the
highest rate that the CBK will
pay on any bid received. This
will be in monthly frequency
This IS used to measure
inflation, whereby inflation
refers to the changes in priee
level over time. lnterest rates




and investment s. This study
will use monthlv CPI indices I
. i
with 2009 as the base year 1t I
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9 1-day treasur y bill rate
Iwi ll be expressed In
I logarithm ic for m
It is used as the sho rt term Ce ntral ban k of Ke nya (CBK)
interest rate and money website .
mark et rate.
United States Dollar (US$)/ This is the world currency and Central bank of Kenya (CBK)
Kenya shilling exchange rate most international trade (over
Website on macroeconomic
l
65% of Ken ya ' s trade w ith
rest of world) IS trans acted
using the US $.
This w ill be adjusted to be
monthly at the beginning of
each period . It w ill be









Thi s study adopts a multi variate tim e series analysis, in particular Vector autoregressive model
used by Kalikeka and She feni (201 3) where the author examines the inte res t rate channel of
monetary poli cy transmi ssion in the case of Zambia. A VAR model describes the evolution of a
set of k variables over the same sample period as a liner function ofonly their past values. Co ns ide r
k- d ime ns iona l tim e series:
Where Y I de notes kx 1 vec tor of endogenous variab les. £ 1 is a vector of exogenous variables . co,
al . .. a k represents k x k matrices of the structura l VA R form. The model can be w ritte n more
compactly with the lag opera tor L:
()
_ z}{ .
Where a L Yr - aD - a 1I. - az L - , .. - SkI. IS the autoregressive lag or polynomial. The














This shows that the model includes as many shocks as the variables. I E is a diagonal matrix
meaning that the structura l shocks are not correlated with each other within the same period. Th e
equation also shows that the variance of the structural shocks are normalized to 1. In order to
estimate the structural model, it is necessary to derive the reduced form representation by
expressing Y I as a function of its own lags only.
Multiply both sides of the original equation by aQ"l which results to:
Thus, we obtain the reduced form of the VAR:
The model can be written as
Where, ({J(L) = ({Jo - ({JIL - ({J 2L2 - ... - ({JkLk, is the autoregressive lag polynomial.
The main aim is to derive the impulse response function (lRF) for each of the structural shocks Ct.
Impulse responses trace out the responsiveness of the dependent variables in the VAR to shocks
to each of the variables . So, for each variable from each equation separately, a unit shock is applied
to the error, and the effects upon the VAR system over time are noted . The standard evaluations
methods facilitate calculation of the reduced form parameters: At t = J) ... k, errors e, and the
covariance matrix. Though e, represents a linear combination of structural shocks Ct and there is no
economic content behind them. In order to compute the structural parameters, we need to know (( I.
The express ion ({J(L)Yc = e, is a common V AR spec ification because many macroeconomic tim e
series appear to have a unit root.. Each variable is a function of lagged values of variables, which
makes the V .A. R a general dynam ic speci fica tio n. Thi s gen erality, however, com es at a cost.
















Otherwise, the model would exhaust the avai lable data. If all shocks have unit roots, <p (L )Yt =
e.is estimated.
Under the assumption that YI is stationary, the reduced f0l111 model polynom ial can be inverted:
Thus we get the infinite-order moving average representation for vector auto-regression:
Matrices Tj represent the impulse response functions and can be written as:
Identification of structural shocks is based on the introduction of restrictions of the matrix co. We
accept the diagonal elements of the matrix ao in the equation e, = aol Etequal unity. In this case
c o is a lower triangular matrix and hence ao l is a lower triangular matrix as well.
The study will also carry out varianc e decompo sitions. It apportions variance of one variable to
variations in other variables as well as itself.. A shock to the i the variable will directly affect that
variable , but it will also be transmitted to all of the other variables in the system through the
dynamic structure of the VAR. Variance decompositions determine how much of the s - step-ahead
forecast error variance or a given variable is explained by innovations to each explanatory variable
for s = 1,2, . . .
The focus of this study is to estimate the effectiveness of the interest rate channel of monetary
policy transmission. In order to assess the monetary transmission process, the empirical model for
interest rate channel is constructed . The vector of endogenous variables for the interest rate channel
model includes:
Yc = (b. GDPc see, IR)
Where b.GDP, -oui put growth, b.CP, is the rate of inflation, IR is the short term interest rate.







3.3.1 C0 1N TEGRAT10 N ANALYSIS.
Before estimation of the VAR model we need to identify if the variables have a true long run cau sal
relationships, and if so their behavior over time will be systematica lly related . Cointegration would
then be useful to VAR by identifying long run properties thus will need to differentiate the long
run properties from the short dynamic process of adjustment to equilibrium by use of error
correction models.
Let Y, = ( yn, ... .y«) ' denote an (n x I) vector of 1(1) time series. Y, is co-integrated if there exists
an (n x 1) vector ~ = (~I . .. ~n) ' such that
P'Yc = PIYlt + ... + PnYnt- J(0)
Therefore the non-stationary time series in Y. are co-integrated if there is a linear combination of
them that is stationary or I (0). If some elements of ~ are equal to zero then only the subset of the
time series in YI with non-zero coefficients is co-integrated. Ifwe have non-stationary data where
there exists a true causal long run relationship between variables, then over time their behavior
must somehow be systematically related . For two series to be co-integrated they must have
comparable long run properties. Thus two series of different orders cannot be co-integrated.
However in models with more than 2 variables, the requirement that the variables be integrated of
the same order is modified. This is because the two series with higher orders of integration, may
have a linear combination which is co-integrated of lower order that applies to the third series of
the model.
If the (n x I) vector Y, is co-integrated there may be 0 < r < n linearl y independent co-integrating
vectors. For a model with n variables you can have n-I co-integrating relationships. Only for n=2
will an y co-integrating relationship be unique. Enders (2004)
This model uses Johansen test. This test permits more than one co-integrating relationship so it is
more generall y applicable than the Engle Granger test which is based on the Dickey-Fuller test for
unit root in the residual from a sing le es timated co-integrating relation ship. There are tw o types of
Joh ansen test, either with trace or w ith eigen values (Enders, 2004). Th e null hypoth esis for the
trace test is the number o f co-integrating vectors











H 1: TO < Tank(n) S n
The first non-rej ection is taken as the estimate of r.
The test of maximum eigenvalue is a likelih ood ratio test. The test statistic is
LR(TO;To + 1) = -T in (1 - Aro+1 )
The null hypothesis for the maximum eigenvalue test is
Ho: rank (Il) = To
Tank en) = TO + 1
If co-integrating relations are present in the system of variables, the VAR form is not the most
convenient model setup. Thus it would be use ful to consider specific parameterization that support
the anal ysis of the co-integrating structure such as Vector Error correction models (VECM)
Lutkepohl and Kratzig (2004) . It is of the form
I1Yt = nYt-l + fll1Yt-l + + rp- l I1Y t- p+l + u,
























Thi s chapter covers the ana lysis of the secon dary data presentati on and inte rpretation ; the result s
from an unrestr icted VA R ana lys is are also presented . In th is cha pter, the data was tested for
stat ionarity of the va riab les and cointegration . Thi s was followed by running of the VECM , the
Impulse Response Function and Variance Decomposition
4.2 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Before the estimation of econometrics models it is necessary to view a summary for the series. The
descriptive statistics of the variables in this study are presented in the table below.
91DAY TBILL eBR lLN CPI lLN GDP ILN USD
Mean 10.56162 0.126774 4.273535 5.733522 4.319806
Median 8.621667 0.104694 4.320655 5.713482 4.347209
Maximum 26 .71000 0.297358 5.099925 6. 153653 4.570234
Minimum 1.036667 0.038296 2.659176 5.384287 3.994371
Std. Dev. 6.306340 0.067699 0.582115 0.233341 0.131863
Skewness 1.014608 1.197992 0.743190 0.248899 0.732403
Kurtosis 3.406772 3.471180 3.257062 1.750746 2.891781
Jarque-Bera 14.27728 19.87584 7.584682 6.028126 7.191235
Probability 0.000794 0.000048 0.022543 0.049092 0.027444
Sum 844 .9300 10.14 192 341 .8828 458.6817 345 .5845
Sum Sq . Dev. 3141.824 0.362073 26 .76973 4.301411 1.373632
Observa tions 80 80 80 80 80
Tabl e 2: Descriptive statIstics of the seri es
The positi ve skewness of the 91 day T-bil l, CBR and LNGDP means that the distribution has a
long right tail while the negative skewness of LN CPI and LN USD imp lies the distribution has a
long left tail. The kurtos is of 91 day T-bil l, CBR and LN CPl are greater than 3 implying that the
distribu tion in peaked (Ieptokurtic) relat ive to the normal whi le LN GOP and LN USD are less
than 3 imp lying that the distribution is flat (platykurtic) relat ive to the normal.
The jarque bera on the other hand is a test for whether the series is normall y distr ibuted . This
fo llows the rejection of the null hypoth esis that the variab les are norma lly distr ibuted and conclude
that the data is not norm all y distributed since Jarque bcra prob ab ility is less than 5% p-valu e.













Figure 1: graph of trends of the ser ies
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When estimatin g a model that includes time series it is important to ensure that the time series
variables are stationary. This study uses a host of unit root test to test for stationarity conditions of
the variables i.e to find the order of integration. Non-stationarity implies that the mean, variance
and cova riance are not constant over time. When data contains unit root it means any result accrue
to such data will be spurious or nonsensical. This study will employ the Augmented Dickey Fuller
(ADF) statistic for unit root in testing for stationarity and non-stationarity of the variab les and
determining their order of integration . The Augmented Dick Fuller (ADF) stat istic involves
estima ting the following regress ion:
m
llYt = 7jJYt- 1 +I aillYt-l + u,
i=l
J
Where Ur is a pure white noise error term and where llYr- 1 = (Yt- 1 - Yr- 2 ) and llYr- 2 = (Yt- 2 -








the idea being to include enough terms so that the error term is serially uncorrelated. Th e null and






The test statistic defined as
. . tV
test statistic = SE(tV)
If the test statistic is less than the critical value for the dickey fuller test, then the null hypothesisrig :
l/J = 0 is rejected and no unit root is present. It can be concluded that the series is stationary.
If the data sets being used are non-stationary, then tests for co-integration will be applied .
l
J
To det ermine VAR in level form , it has to be stable, which means all the roots have to lie within
the unit circle. However if it is not stable, VAR is estimated in first difference.




Null Hypoth esi s: CBR has a unit root
Exogenous : Constant , Linear Trend








Au gmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
*MacK innon (1996) on e-sided p-values.




Null Hyp othesis: D( CBR ) has a unit root
Exogenous : Co nstant, Li nea r Trend










Null Hypothesis : LN_CPI_ has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend
Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC , maxlag=ll)
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LEVEL FORM
Null Hypothesis: LN_GDP_ has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend
Lag Length : 4 (Automatic - based on SIC , maxlag=1 I)
FIRS T DIFFERENCE
Null Hypothe sis: D(LN_ GDP_) has a unit root
Exogenous : Constant , Lin ear Trend




















Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
Test critical values: I% level
5% level
10% level
*M acKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
LN CPI
LEVEL FORM
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic
Test critical values: 1% level
5% level
10% level
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
LNGDP
Augmented Dick ey-Fuller test statistic
Test cr itical values: I% level
5% level
10% level























Null Hypothesis: LN_USD_ has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend
Lag Length: 1 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=ll)
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test stati stic
Test critical values : 1% level
5% level
10% level
*M acK innon (1996) one-sided p-values.
LNUSD
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic



















*M acK innon (1996) one-sided p-valu es .
FIRST DIFFERENCE
Null Hypothesis : D(LN_ USD~ ha s a unit root
Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend
La g Length : I (Automat ic - based on SIC, maxlag= 11 )
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LEVEL FORM
N u ll Hypothesis : _ 91 D AY_TBI LL has a un it roo t
Exogeno us: Co ns tant, Linear T rend








Augmented Dickey-Full er test statistic
Test critical values: I% level
5% level
10% level
*MacK inno n (1996) one-sided p-valu es.









Null Hypothesis: DL9]DAY_TBlLL) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend
Lag Length : 2 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag= 11)
Augmented Dickev-Fuller test statisticx •
Test crit ical values : 1% level
5% level
10% level









The tab les shows that CBR, 91 day T-bill, LN GDP and LN USD were found to be non-stationary
in level form whi le LN CPl was stationar y in level form . After differencing them the series became
stationary. Therefore 9] day T-b iJI , CBR , LNGDP and LN USD are integrated of degree one 1 (1)
while LN CP] is integrated of order 1(0)
This is different from the results of Kal ikeka and Sheefeni (20 13) where their series were found to
be non-stationary in level fonn. After differencing them , the test statistic showed that the Interest
Rate (lR) and Consumer Price Index (CPI ) became stationary. However, their study proceeds to







Augmented Dickey-Fuller tes t statistic
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values .




Co -integ ration is defin ed as the concept that mimics the long-run equilibrium relationship among
variables.
Before est imati on of the VAR model we need to identi fy if the vari ables have a true long run causal
relationships, and if so their behavior over time will be systematically related. The Johansen
approach recognizes both the importance of relationships between the variables included in the
system in levels, thereby allowing us to obtain an intimation of the equilibrium relationship
between the variables and the evolution of the system of variables over subsequent time periods
thereby allowing us to capture the characteristics of the short run dynamics of the system at the
same time as estimating a long run equilibrium relationship. If there is co-integration in the
relationship among the variables, it can be re-parameterized as an Error-Correction Model (ECM)
which will contain both short and long-run effects.
The results for Johansen co-integration test based on trace and maximum Eigenvalue test statistics
are presented below.
Table 4: Johansen cointegration test on eviews
Unrestricted Co integration Rank Te st (Trace)
Date: 11/22/16 Time: 23 :04
Sample (adjusted): 1997Q2 2015Q4
Included observations: 75 after adjustments
Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend (restricted)
Series: 9 J DA Y TBILL CBR LN GDP LN USD- - - - -
Exogenous seri es: LN_ CPI_
Warning: Critical valu es assume no exogenou s se ries





























Trace test ind icates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejecti on of the hypoth esis at the 0.05 level
**MacK innon-Haug-M iche lis (1999) p-values
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Critical Value Prob. **
Max-eigenvalue test indicates 2 co integrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level





























The results for maximum Eigen values test statistics show at least two test statistics which are
greater than 95% critical value indicating that there are two co integrating equations,. On the other
hand, the results for trace test statistics indicate 1 co-integrating equations. This follows rejecting
the null hypothesis of no co integration of variables at 5% . The trace test statistic is used in this
case because it is termed to be specific and not general. After determining that cointegration is
present the study proceeds by estimating data with Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) in
order to help isolate the long run effects into the error correction term so that the coefficients
generated would only capture short run effects.
This results are different to that of Mbewe Kal ikeka (2013) as they found 3 co-integrating
equations from the trace tests while the max Eigen values indicated I co-integrating equation. They
preferred the trac e tests to the maximum Eigen va lued as it is termed to be more specific and not
general. On the other hand Gichuki (2012) found in their model there exists at least one co-
integrating relationship at 5% level of significance between monetary aggregates, GDP, and
overdraft rates. Both studies also proceeded to use the Vector error correction model.
4.5 VAR ANALYSIS
Vector auto regress ive models (VAR) arc used to ca pture linear interdependencies amon g multipl e
time series . However, given large number of variables it may be difficult to interpret thus the use










4.5. 1 IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTION
Impulse responses trace out the responsiveness of the dependent variables in the VAR to shocks
to the error term. A unit shock is app lied to eac h variab le and its effec ts arc noted. The response
of GOP and CPI to changes in CBR in the ShOl1 run is prese nted in the graphs below.
Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations
Response of LN_CPL to CBR
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Figure 1 Impulse response tests resu lts on eviews
CPI responds negat ively to CBR , but the impact decays gradua lly to the fourth term. The impu lse
response test for GOP indicate s it responds positive ly to CBR which is seen after the third time
period . An upward adjustment in eER sta rt s to significantly constrai n growth only afte r three
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channel of monetary policy is prov ing to be effective since the Central bank rate (CBR) is able to
tran smit effects on output and price s but its effecti veness is with the lags abo ve .
Table 5 Vari ance decompositi on result s on Eview s
4.5.2 VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION
On the other hand variance decomposition examines dynamics by giving the proportion of the
movements in the dep endent variables that are due to their "own" shocks, versus shocks to the
other variables . The table below shows results for variance decomposition which are presented
over a 10 quarters forecasting hori zon. Thi s provides the relati ve importance of rand om innovation
in affecting the variables in the VAR .
Thi s is similar to the results of Kalikeka (20 13) wh o found the interes t rate ch annel to be effective,
since interest rate is able to transmi t effects on ou tput and prices. Their impul se response tests
showed that the effects of shocks are transitory on GDP and die out in the short run. CPI decreased
as interest rate increased and the short term effects die out sooner compared to pe rmanent price
effects which remain relentless in the long run . Bhuiyan (2012) found that monetary policy in
Canada affects the real economy through both the market interest rate and the exchange rate : a
contractionary policy shock almost immediately increases the market interest rate and appreciates
the Canadian doll ar ; the policy shock then lowers output with a lag and prices with a further lag.
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The results that of all var iations in CPl , own variations account for up to 97.7% and up to 77% in
tenth quarter. CBR account s for 1.84 % in the first quarter and gradually dec reases in the oth er
peri od s to 1.53% in the tenth qu art er.
Th e va riance decomposition for GOP showed that out of all va riations in GOP, own variations
account for up to 96 .48% in the first qu art er , and up to 79.00% in the fourth qu arter. CBR accounts
for 0.08% in the first quart er but this grows to 1.69% by the th ird quarter
This is similar to what Kalik ek a (20 13) study in Zambi a wh ere he found that fluctu ation s in
forecasting CPI are mostly attribu ted to itsel f w hic h ten d to be pers istent even after 10 years wi th
insign ificant contribut ions by GPO and Interest rates . The er ro r in the forecast of GOP in the first
period was grea tly do minated by itse lf but w ith a significa nt co ntribution attr ibuted to CP] of








Thi s is di fferent from the results of Bhuiyan (201 2) in the variance decomposition of the Canadi an
GOP . He found out that monetary policy shock is not the dominant source of output fluctuati ons
in Ca nada at any horizon. Amo ng dom estic shocks, those from the exchange rate and from
dome stic GOP itself are the prim ary so urces of output fluctuati ons. On the other hand , ext ernal
shocks become the dominant source of output fluctuations after twelve months. For Davoodi , Dixit
and Pinter (2013) in variance decomposition of the East African economies found that changes in
output are more due to shocks to reserve money than to the interest rate. This is mostly seen in
Uganda and Rwanda. Inflation is more due to shocks to the interest rate than shocks to reserve













5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
From the impulse response tests, the interest rate channel of monetary pol icy is proved to be
effective since the Central bank rate (CBR) is able to transmit effects on output and prices but its
effectiveness is w ith the four lags for CPI and three lags for GDP.
The forecast error variance decomposition show that in forecasting CPI , all fluctuations were
attributed to itself, with decreasing significant contribution from CBR in the long run. Forecasting
GDP showed that GDP fluctuations were greatly denominated by itself, however in the long run
there was significant contribution in the other variables.
5.2 CONCLUSION
The objective of this study was to determine if the interest rate channel was effective in
transmitting shocks to pri ces and output. The vari abl es used in the study we re GDP, CPI and CBR
for the per iods 1996 to 20 15. The study employed VECM because co-integration wa s found to be
present am ong the variables.
From the findings it follows the failure to reject the first null hypothesi s that there is an effect of
the interest rate channel on output. Thi s is seen from the impulse resp on se test where the CBR is
able to transmit an effect but its effectiveness is with 3 lags however the variance decompositi on
sho ws that CBR contributes 0.08 % in the first quarter but grows to 1.69% in the third quarter
We a lso fail to reject the second null hypoth esi s that there is effec t of the interest rate chann el on
inflation . Thi s is seen fr om the impulse respon se tests where CBR is abl e to transm it an effec t on
infl ati on but its effec tiv eness being on the fourth lag however the var iance decomposition shows
that the CBR acc ounts for 1.84% in the first quarter but decreases up to 1.53% in the tenth quarter.
T he refo re the intere st rate ch ann el of mon etar y policy is provin g to be e ffective s ince the Centra l
Bank Rate is able to tran sm it effec ts on output and pr ices but its effec tiveness is with the lags
above. In general, the resul ts show that the interes t rate channel of mon etar y pol icy transmi ssion










Based on the empirica l finding of this paper , recomm endations to the Central Bank of Kenya is
that it should continue to use interest rates as a monetary policy tool since interest rates are able to
tran smit effects to the gen eral price level.
There is need for the CBK harmonize and combine the functionality of all channels to achieve
optimum output goals of monetary transmission mechanism. These channels include the asset
channel , the credit channel and the exchange rate channel. This could be complemented with
adoption of one policy rate used to signal the market and by so doing will reduce on duplication
of activities by different rates and lead to optimum outcomes of monetary policy goals.
In response to financial innovation, the CBK should combine other transmission channels of
monetary policy to achieve optimum policy outcome as opposed to concentrating on single
channel. By so doing, financial innovation may dampen the interest rate channel as argues by
previous literature but through other channels it might be responsive .
The CBK can also use other factors that can be used to control inflation and output other than
monetary tools . For example diversification of energy sources, mechanization of agriculture and
engaging in hedging activities so as to prevent the economy from price shocks resulting from
fluctuation in oil prices. These could help in maintaining inflationary levels at a rate below the
government recommended rate.
There is also need for constant revision of policy and instruments targeting framework and
operating procedure in order to enhance monetary policy effectiveness in keeping inflation levels
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